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Introduction
Solent University published its first full Travel Plan in 2011. The plan included a baseline
review of all sites, modes of travel and parking arrangements. Informed by the results of
staff and student surveys, a series of targets were set and methods for monitoring and
reporting were established.
This revised and updated Plan documents the main changes occurring over the intervening
years, reviews achievements and progress against objectives and recommends further
actions.
The purpose of the Travel Plan is to reduce the adverse impact of travel including
congestion, pollution and road safety hazards. The Plan aims to reduce reliance on car
trips, particularly for short or single-occupancy journeys, and to promote more sustainable
alternatives, especially walking, cycling and public transport. It aims to establish a longterm management strategy to deliver sustainable transport objectives through positive
action.
Implementing the Travel Plan has a number of potential benefits for the staff and students,
and for those who live or work in the city. These include:

Reducing the need to travel
Reducing transport costs
Improving the quality of the environment
Improving the health and wellbeing of individuals
Improving road safety
Carbon reductions
Reducing congestion
Alongside monitoring progress towards targets stated in the first Travel Plan, achievements
to date have included:
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Provision of improved facilities for cyclists including new showers, extended secure
bike stores, covered bike areas, new storage and drying lockers, bike
maintenance stations andhydraulically operated bike racks
Regular active travel events and competitions promoted by Solent Health and the
environmental team, including cycling and walking challenges in collaboration
with Southampton City Council, Sustrans and other partners
Increased staff and student environmental awareness and participation in initiatives
including Green Impact and Green travel events
Regular cycle maintenance and training workshops with Bike Doctor
New pool bikes made available for staff use and cycle training purposes
Recycled and refurbished bike sales for students and staff
Savings on new bike purchases arranged through cycle2work scheme
Increased Bicycle Users Group membership, more regular meetings and activities,
with representation at Environmental Group meetings
Major improvements to City Campus access as part of development plan
This Plan has been prepared in accordance with current DfT guidance, after consultations
with the Southampton City Council Travel Plan Officer and members of the University’s
Estates and Facilities Service.
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Baseline Assessment
Solent University occupies a number of sites across the city of Southampton and its environs
(Appendix A). It currently has over 15,000 students and employs 1,500 staff. This Plan
considers travel issues to, from and between all of the sites owned or managed by the
University, including:
The main city centre campus at East Park Terrace (City Campus)
The Maritime Academy at Warsash
The Snt. Mary’s campus at Grove Street
The School of Art, Design and Fashion in the Below Bar Building
The St. Mary’s Leisure Centre
The Sports complex at Test Park
The Sir James Matthews Building and Conference Centre
The Model Ship Handling Centre at Timsbury Lake
Deanery halls of residence at Marsh Lane
Chantry halls of residence at Marsh Lane
Emily Davies halls of residence at Western Esplanade
Hamwic halls of residence at Cook Street
Kimber and David Moxon halls of residence at St Mary’s Place
Lucia Foster halls of residence at Royal Crescent
The City Centre
The East Park Terrace campus, Sir James Matthews Building, School of Art, Design and
Fashion, St Mary’s Sports Centre and the six halls of residence are all located in the city
centre and are within walking distance of each other. All these locations benefit from the
excellent public transport links to the city centre. Bus services provide a comprehensive
network around the city and to major settlements in the Solent Region and beyond. The
main train station is located off Western Esplanade close to the coach station. There is an
extensive cycle route network which provides for safe cycling across the centre and to
outlying areas. Southampton City Council has invested significant resources in improving
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sustainable travel throughout the city centre area including bus, cycle and pedestrian
priority schemes.
Travel between the various University city centre sites can easily be undertaken on foot or
by bike. All are within walking distance of the main passenger interchange points and can
easily be reached by public transport from the outlying areas

East Park Terrace
East Park Terrace (Appendix B) is the site of the main city centre campus. The site has
recently seen major developments, including the construction of a landmark new teaching
block, the Spark building, and improvements to site access. A new sports building is under
development and is expected to be completed by early 2019.
The East Park Terrace Campus receives approximately 500 visitors and around 90 deliveries
each week. The car parks are controlled by automated barriers to prevent unauthorised
access to the site. The University operates a staff parking permit scheme. Students are
not permitted to park on site. Visitors may book a parking space in advance, by enquiring
via parking.facilities@solent.ac.uk.
The first edition travel plan site audit (carried out in 2011) identified various access issues,
some of which remain. A transport issue to be noted is that the Campus may be difficult
for pedestrians and cyclists to access from certain directions and at certain times of the
day due to the busy traffic that is characteristic of several routes of the city of
Southampton. Safe access to the main University entrances on East Park Terrace is provided
by a conveniently located signal-controlled pedestrian crossing, and a signal-controlled
junction at New Road. The nearby Charlotte Place roundabout also has pedestrian routes
with controlled crossings. To the rear of the site, Six Dials/New Road has subway crossings,
although they are considered unpleasant to use by many students and staff, especially
during the hours of darkness. New Road becomes congested at peak times, with queues
forming across one of the University car park exits. Issues previously identified with larger
delivery vehicles have largely been resolved by new access points.
The main car park entrance, formerly via a ramp off East Park Terrace, has moved to St
Andrew’s Road as part of the Masterplan Development works. This provides several
advantages including improved traffic flow and control, ANPR barriers, two exit routes and
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greatly improved servicing and delivery access. Visitors and small delivery vehicles can
continue to use the separate small car park accessed from New Road.
There are 220 parking spaces including 12 visitor spaces (2 reserved for VC visits), 13 for
blue badge holders (4 bookable), 8 for University vehicles and the remainder for general
staff parking. There are 2 motorcycle dedicated parking areas with a capacity for up to 18
motorcycles. Due to the works associated with the construction of the new sports building
however , parking next to the Spark will be reduced until completion of the works.
232 cycle storage spaces are provided at the locations listed below, the majority of which
are covered or enclosed. Additional secure cycle spaces are provided in the Sir James
Matthews building. The are also two Yobike parking areas within the campus: next to the
bicycle stands in front of the library and between the Spark building and the new sports
building. The Environmental Team regularly checks whether the bicycle stands are full and
this is rarely the case, although stands are well utilised during term times. The Facilities
Team are in charge of removing any bicycles from access rails and rarely have to act.
Cycle Parking at East Park Terrace
No. of Stands
46 (10 single-sided)

Location
Between the Christopher Cockerell and Herbert
Collins Buildings

Capacity
82 cycles

33

In front of the Library

66 cycles

10

Approaching the Michael Andrews Building

20 cycles

32

Adjacent to the Christopher Cockerell Building
(card access)

64 cycles

There are a number of bus stops within 400m of the Campus, listed at (Appendix C). The
train station is within 800m of the campus.
Sir James Matthews Building
This city centre location includes a lecture theatre, with a capacity of 175 people, and two
reception suites catering for a range of functions and accommodating up to 280 people.
The building fronts Above Bar Street, which is at the heart of the city’s public transport
network. There is no vehicle parking provision. However, cyclists are well catered for; a
secure cycle store is located inside the rear corner of the building, with hydraulic lifts for
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24 cycles and locker facilities. Cyclists can also use the new shower facilities, located in
the basement of the building.
St Mary’s Leisure Centre
The University‘s sports, health and fitness suite is located at St Mary’s Leisure Centre (St.
Mary’s Road) with additional facilities provided at East Park Terrace. The venues are used
by the University sports teams, members and casual visitors, subject to availability. There
are membership schemes open to students and the general public. Sessions can also be
booked by non-members. The two venues are only a few minutes’ walk apart. Facilities at
St Mary’s include a sports hall, activities room, fitness suite, weights room, two squash
courts and an indoor rock climbing wall & bouldering room. Fitness classes are available.
There are no off-street parking facilities. East Park Terrace hosts a Sports Hall and
Technogym. The St Mary’s Leisure Centre will stop being used by the University once the
new sports building becomes available.
The School of Art, Design and Fashion – Below Bar Studios
Located in the city centre, the Below Bar studios opened in summer 2011 providing
extensive creative arts studios and workshop facilities. A public car park nearby provides
vehicle and cycle spaces.
Halls of Residence (Southampton City locations)
The halls of residence provide a total of 2,294 rooms and 373 parking spaces. Each is
located within walking distance of East Park Terrace. All are self-catering and include
laundry facilities. Parking for motorcycles and bicycles is provided free. A limited number
of car parking permits are also available; students who live in the halls can apply for a
permit at £10.85 per week, while non-resident students are charged £15.05 per week
(prices are reviewed every year). However, the majority of parking spaces in the halls are
allocated to staff working at the City Campus. In addition, 45 parking spaces in Lucia Foster
Welsh are reserved for University staff, but due to the distance between this car park and
the campus, only 12 are currently being used.
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Parking Provision at University Halls of Residence
Hall of Residence
Rooms
Parking spaces
Deanery
422
54
Chantry
208
22
Emily Davies
240
67
Hamwic
228
27
Kimber and David Moxon
391
63
Lucia Foster Welsh
805
140

Test Park
Test Park is a community sports complex developed in partnership with local community
sports providers. It is located adjacent to Southampton Rugby Club off Lower Brownhill
Lane. The scheme comprises several sports pitches and a joint teaching/social facility,
changing rooms and a car park for 68 vehicles and several coach parking bays.
The Outline Test Park Travel Plan produced in 2009 addressed the design issues and
assisted in producing a scheme which addressed sustainable travel from the outset. This
was submitted to the city council as part of the planning application and was approved.
The development includes a dedicated cycle/pedestrian access which links to the footway
past the primary school in Lower Brownhill Road. There is a pedestrian/cycle access at the
rear of the sports complex leading to Porlock Road. Service and delivery vehicles can be
accommodated in the car park.
University fixtures take place on Wednesday afternoons and at weekends. Visiting teams
invariably travel by coach or minibus and it is not deemed necessary to include any further
provisions for them in the Travel Plan. School parties also travel to the complex on buses
or minibuses, and there are several local schools within walking distance that may choose
to use the complex. The University has made an agreement with the primary school next
to the complex for pupils to use the facilities each week, and a footpath has been provided
from the school to give the children safe direct access. Reducing the need to travel is not
an appropriate option for a sports and educational complex as people need to be at the
venue to participate in activities, therefore the emphasis will be on promoting sustainable
travel.
The site is on the edge of the Millbrook residential estate on the edge of the city. The
estate is heavily traffic calmed, including its collector road network which has been treated
with speed cushions to allow buses to pass unimpeded. There are extensive 20 mph zones
across the estate. It is within 500m of Junction 1 of the M271, which connects the city to
the motorway network. It lies approximately 1.5km from the A3057 (Romsey Road). Lower
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Brownhill Road joins the classified road connecting the A3057 to the motorway junction at
a recently improved roundabout junction which was carried out as part of the nearby
Tennis Centre development. Test Park is located on the urban fringe of the city and
consequently direct pedestrian links are restricted. The City Bike Guide produced by
Southampton City Council (Appendix D) indicates that an extensive network of ‘Link Roads,’
designated as convenient routes for cyclists, passes close to the site.
Bus service No. 17 provides a direct route to the city centre running every 10 minutes
during the day and half-hourly at evenings and weekends. It stops opposite Holy Family
primary school within 400m of the site. A footpath has been provided from adjacent to the
school to provide safe access for the local community. There is a bus stop within 30m of
the Porlock Road access which serves the number 17, 17A and 17E services.
Hardmoor
The Hardmoor sports complex is no longer being used and the site is due to be sold during
2016. Travel to this site will therefore no longer be necessary.
Warsash Maritime Academy
Warsash Maritime Academy (Appendix E) is located on the eastern bank of the Hamble River
overlooking Southampton Water, within a site of some 6.8 hectares. The College is about
1km south of the centre of Warsash at the end of Newtown Road in a residential area. The
site uses one main public vehicle access but there is another which is controlled by an
automated barrier and also a gate which is kept locked except for emergency access. In
total there are 291 parking spaces. Charges for 2014/15 were £79 for the Lower Car Park
and £120 for the Upper Car Park.
107 staff-only parking spaces are provided in the Coastguards carpark and beyond the lower
site barrier. 104 spaces in the lower site carpark are available for use by non-residential
short course students, library users, etc. The Hamblemeads residence has 24 barrier
controlled residents’ spaces, including 6 spaces for Newtown Road residents. A further 15
spaces around the site are for pre-booked visitors and 5 other spaces for contractor use.
The Facilities Team and the Reception Team administer the staff parking permit scheme.
An Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) system is in place, providing improved
control over car parking. There is a waiting list for barrier controlled staff car parks.
Parking availability does not meet demand and until recently student cars were routinely
parked outside the college on Newtown Road. A Prohibition of Waiting Order has stopped
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this. Visitors who have pre-booked a car parking space will be provided with a permit and
directed to the Visitors’ spaces opposite Reception, where possible. Other visitors to WMA
may use the main car park on site. If the car park is full, alternate parking is available at
the Salterns Club in Newtown Road. Salterns parking permits are issued from Reception.
This facility was set up to address overspill parking on the public highway.
There is a dedicated motorcycle parking area adjacent to the reception building, with
capacity for at least eight motorcycles.
The College has around 1,350 students and cadets. It provides on-site accommodation
comprising 67 single-study rooms and 81 twin-study rooms and a guesthouse for short
courses with 26 study bedrooms. Many of the long-term students reside at halls of
residence in Southampton.
The No.57 bus runs between Portsmouth and Warsash/Fareham. Portsmouth & Southsea
and Fratton (Portsmouth) stations are on its route. The X4 and X5 runs from Southampton
City Centre to Gosport, via Warsash village. There is also a limited service at weekends
and evenings. A free University bus service operates between the Maritime Academy and
the East Park Terrace campus in Southampton. This service stops at these two points.
This bus operates at limited times and not at weekends. The X5 bus runs between
Southampton and Gosport via Warsash, twice per hour Mondays to Fridays.
Secure cycle parking is available in several locations around the site; 12 spaces are
adjacent to the Drummond Building, 6 spaces are adjacent to the Fire Training School, and
12 spaces are available on the east side of the Whalley Wakeford Building, plus several
more spaces inside the stairwells of the Whalley Wakeford Building. Overall it is estimated
that up to 40 cycle spaces are available on-site.
In terms of pedestrian access, footways are available in many parts of the site though not
all, and some desire lines are best served by walking through car parking areas. However,
the area between the Blyth, Moyana, Whalley Wakeford, Admiral Jellicoe and Coastguards
Buildings is pedestrianised. Levels of car traffic are not generally high, and a 10mph speed
limit is in force around the site access roads, enforced by some speed tables and pinch
points.
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Zebra crossings increase pedestrian safety. There is also a public footpath from adjacent to
the Pier Head which forms part of the Solent Way. This route runs south towards the coast
and then east to Titchfield Haven; in the opposite direction it runs north along the River
Hamble to Swanwick.
Timsbury Lake
The Manned Model Ship Handling Centre at Timsbury Lake provides training to the
international shipping industry using various ship models, berths, basins and channels on
the new lake. Acquired in 2009 as part of an investment plan to keep WMA at the forefront
of maritime training, the 20 acre site includes a 10 acre lake.
Training takes place from March until November, when no more than eight students at a
time are using the lake during normal working hours on weekdays, with possible extensions
into the early evening during the summer.
Due to the remote location of this site there are no bus services and it is only feasible for
students and staff to reach the centre by motorised transport.
The Solent University Development Plan
Following acquisition of land adjoining the East Park Terrace Campus the University has
produced a Development Plan for the enlarged campus which identifies potential
development opportunities that exist to expand, enhance and regenerate the site. The
developments will reflect the quality of the University and the strong desire to occupy a
first class environment befitting a leading centre of learning.
The University has used the opportunity to review the utilisation and management of all of
its sites. There is scope to transfer some activities between sites and some existing
buildings will be demolished. There will be greater scope for individual buildings to be
utilised for a range of functions and to meet new demands as circumstances change.
The East Park Terrace Campus is surrounded by busy roads on all sides and there is a desire
to improve site accessibility and make a stronger connection to the rest of the city centre.
Future development will seek to bring an improved clarity to the campus, not only to new
buildings but also to progressively bring clearer identity and structure to the existing
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estate. To this end the Development Plan sets out a series of general principles to guide
future projects on the East Park Terrace campus:
Be a University Campus
-

Campus clarity: Structure the campus around distinct areas.

-

Be a campus, not a building complex.

-

Develop a coherent and high quality external realm.

Be outward looking
-

Showcase.

-

Improve frontage.

-

Schools / facilities shop fronts.

Improve inter-connectivity & way-finding
-

Courtyards / Green spaces – link buildings to habitable external spaces.

-

Routes: internally and externally.

Campus vibrancy
-

Improve reasons why students would stay on campus.

-

Visibility: link social learning to courtyards.

-

Off peak: active frontage, closed behind.

-

Self-led learning: improve quality / links / adjacencies of facilities.

Be a place for people
-

Campus core: for students.

-

Car parking: relocate to campus periphery.

Since the first Travel Plan was written, significant building works have commenced at East
Park Terrace. A new Academic Teaching Building – “the Spark” - comprising 45 lecture,
meeting and seminar rooms with capacity for 2250 students was completed and is due to be
occupied by the next academic year, starting September 2016. The next stage of the
development plan will involve the closure, demolition and replacement of some existing
teaching blocks.
A new vehicle access strategy for the campus has been devised (Appendix F). The long-term
proposals have been divided into a series of separate phases which can be implemented
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incrementally as each new development stage commences. The first stage saw the removal
of the ramp and existing car park entrance from East Park Terrace and improvements
carried out to the existing car park entrance, exit and junction on St. Andrews Road. The
existing car park access and service road have been extended, widened and realigned to
provide a new Servicing & Delivery facility and linked it to the car parks, enabling most
traffic to enter and exit the campus from St Andrews Road.
Vehicle entry and exit points to the New Road service yard and visitors’ car park have been
improved. A new ANPR-operated barrier system is being installed at the site entrance
points. The pedestrian access via steps from St. Andrews Road was removed as it created a
security problem.
The strategy is intended to provide maximum flexibility in the context of potential changes
to the future redevelopment of the remainder of the campus and for highways
infrastructure surrounding the site. In the longer term the University can consider
redeveloping the northern corner of the campus adjacent to Charlotte Place. The phasing
of this is flexible and will be affected partly by the city council’s timeframe for carrying
out planned improvements to the local highway network, which is beyond the University’s
control and is as yet unknown.
The removal of the ramp to the car park off East Park Terrace has taken away a significant
barrier to pedestrian and cycle movements across the campus. Traffic driving out of the
campus to head north has the option to use the St. Andrews Road exit, relieving existing
congestion and hazards close to the Six Dials junction. St. Andrew’s Road is subject to a
one-way Order, eliminating the possibility of vehicles turning out across opposing traffic
streams and improving road safety. Vehicles heading in other directions are still be able to
exit onto New Road. At peak departure times the split flow through two exit points has
reduced queues, delays and congestion. Traffic in and out of the car park no longer has to
drive through the middle of the campus as a new route has connected the vehicle access
points in St. Andrews Road and New Road. This has improved segregation of pedestrians and
vehicles. Further developments involve reallocating space in the centre of the campus for
pedestrians to improve the character and amenity of the whole site.
Service vehicles including HCVs (Heavy Commercial Vehicles) now have access to the
campus from St. Andrews Road. This is a significant improvement - large delivery vehicles
no longer have to lay up on the highway along East Park Terrace or New Road, avoiding the
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hazardous obstructions and delays previously caused. Unloading is now undertaken inside
the campus. The service yard off New Road remains open to smaller vehicles, but
redirecting larger vehicles from this area has allowed it to operate more safely and
efficiently.

Travel Surveys
A Staff Travel Survey was carried out in May 2011 with 335 respondents, and again in
December 2015, with 766 respondents. Notable points from the 2015 survey are:
15.6% of staff live within 2 miles of their place of work (up 0.3% since 2011)
37.4% of staff live within 5 miles of their place of work (down 4.5% since 2011)
48.6% of staff use a car as their main means of transport to work (up 5% since 2011)
including 3% who carry a passenger and 1.6% who travel as a passenger. 1.7% of
respondents are regular car sharers.
Public transport is a significant mode of transport with a combined total of 24.8% of
staff using the bus or train as their main mode (up 0.7% since 2011)
Walking and cycling account for a combined total of 23.4% of regular commuter
trips (down 4.6% since 2011)
8.7% of staff sometimes use a car to travel to work. i.e. this is not their usual mode
(down 3.5% since 2011)
22.5% of staff sometimes use public transport, cycle or walk to work; i.e. this is not
their usual mode (down 10.6% since 2011)
67.8% of drivers normally park in the University car park (up 2.9% since 2011)
20.4% use public car parks (down 1.2% since 2011)
43.8% of staff sometimes make trips during the day for work purposes (same as
2011). Of these 16% use their own car, 13% travel by train and 5% use a pool car.
The vast majority, 79%, make just one trip, or no trips at all, in an average
week.
The surveys also asked staff their views and opinions on travel and how the University
travel policy should evolve. The main points to emerge were:
Strong interest in home working to avoid the need to travel. 48% of staff felt there
was potential for them to work at home and 28.5% currently do so on a regular
basis; both percentages have decreased since 2011.
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Demand for more frequent and reliable public transport services
Demand for improvements to cycle facilities, including better cycle routes and onsite facilities such as lockers and showers;
Interest in a University minibus service and car-share scheme; 48.6% of singleoccupancy car users indicated they might be willing to car-share if incentives or
arrangements to assist them were in place; 37.6% indicated they would not want
to car-share;
Demand for easier and cheaper on-site staff parking.
The travel data is encouraging, as marginally more staff normally travel to work by
sustainable modes than travel by car. However, there is also evidence that the proportion
of staff travelling by car has increased since the 2011 survey.
The survey reveals some other interesting issues which the Travel Plan needs to address. A
significant number of staff live locally to their place of work and could make their
commuter trips on foot, on the bus or by bike.
A number of respondents use a car only occasionally. This might be because they only have
one available at certain times; they use their car instead of walking or cycling in bad
weather; they need a car to carry bulky items; or they require a car to make an additional
trip during or after work. Some staff always prefer to drive to work; others prefer to use
different modes of transport and use their car only when necessary. Nearly half of all staff
make trips as part of their work, but the majority do so rarely; there is undoubtedly the
potential to make more use of pool or fleet vehicles, instead of relying on private cars.
Many respondents wanted easier and cheaper on-site parking; only a small number thought
that parking should be more expensive or restricted. Car users expect to be able to use
their own car to commute, and look to their employer to provide or subsidise parking.
However, providing cheaper parking is generally incompatible with the objectives of Travel
Plans, which focus on reducing travel by car to reduce congestion, pollution and carbon
emissions, and to improve health, air quality and the quality of the environment. University
permit fees are currently cheaper than public car parks in the city centre. Increasing the
cost of on-site parking and restricting availability of permits is a well-proven effective tool
for encouraging sustainable travel and reducing the number of car journeys. If adopted alongside other measures - the Travel Plan will need to emphasise the reasons and
benefits. The University is investing considerable resources in creating a high quality
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environment as part of its Development Plan and providing additional parking would have a
detrimental impact. The City Council uses the planning process to restrict parking.
A Student Travel Survey was also carried out in March 2016, with 228 respondents. Notable
points from the 2016 student survey are:
Most respondents (65%) live in private housing within Southampton during term
time. A quarter of respondents live in the halls of residence and only 10% live in
private housing outside Southampton or Warsash.
The majority of the students (78.5%) answered they usually walk to the University.
Almost 80% of respondents have a different address to where they travel during nonterm time. A quarter of these students live outside the UK. For the ones living in
the UK, 20% come from London.
When traveling between their home address and term time address, the same
percentage of students use the car (30.6%) or the train (30.6%), while 21.7%
travel by plane and 15.6% take the bus or coach.
The Student Travel Survey also asked what should shape the university’s transport policy.
The three options given the most importance (very important/quite important) by the
students were “increasing safety for walking and cycling”, “better information about travel
options” and “improved pedestrian routes”.

Staff and student travel surveys will be undertaken at least every 3 years. The next surveys
are due to take place in the last quarter of 2018.
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Objectives, Targets and Indicators
The University has adopted the following Objectives;
To reduce dependence on single-occupancy car for travel to and from sites,
encouraging alternative modes of transport where feasible.
To improve accessibility and safety for walking, cycling and public transport;
To promote healthy lifestyles;
To reduce the University’s carbon footprint
Initial five-year targets, to be reviewed from September 2016, were to:
Reduce the proportion of commuter trips made by private car by 15% from the
baseline figure (Target 1).
Double the size of Bicycle Users’ Group Solent (BUGS) from 100 to 200 (Target 2).
Increase staff participation in subsidy schemes for public transport or cycle loans by
a combined total of 10% over a 5-year period (Target 3)
Double the number of registered car-sharers (Target 4).
Reduce the total number of business miles travelled by staff in their own cars by
15% (Target 5).
Minimise service vehicles unloading from the carriageway (Target 6)
The following Indicators were used to monitor progress towards Targets;
Target Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Indicator(s)
Travel Survey data. Surveys will show modal shift.
BUGS membership records
Staff loan and transport subsidy records
Parking permit records
Staff mileage claims
Improvements to site access and unloading arrangements

Progress towards targets between 2011 and December 2015 was as follows:
Target 1: Not yet achieved. The December 2015 staff survey showed a small
increase in the proportion of staff commuter trips made by private car, indicating
that there is still work to be done in this area. However, the survey response rate
was significantly higher than in 2011; this may have resulted in a proportionately
greater response from those commuting by car.
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Target 2: Achieved before review date (September 2016). BUGS membership targets
have been easily surpassed and the Bicycle Users’ Group is actively engaged in
supporting sustainable travel initiatives.
Target 3: Achieved before review date. Loans for public transport and cycle
purchase both increased beyond the anticipated levels.
Target 4: Apparently achieved, but some uncertainty. Estates records show 7
registered car sharers in 2011, but no register exists for subsequent years. The 2015
survey recorded 13 regular car sharers (1.7% of all respondents). The University will
continue to take actions to encourage car sharing.
Target 5: Achieved before review date. Staff mileage claims show a 9.3% mileage
reduction was achieved by 2015.
Target 6: Achieved before review date. Improved access for site deliveries has
substantially eliminated the need for service vehicles to unload from the
carriageway.

Further information about the progress towards each of the targets is provided in
Appendix H.
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Discussion and Actions
Actions from 2016 onwards
At the end of the 5 year period of the First Travel Plan (September 2016), further progress
against the initial targets will be reviewed. There is no intention of changing the Objectives
of the travel plan but proposals will be made for new targets and related actions for
implementation. These are likely to include:
Achieving increased car-sharing by staff
Continuing to reduce business miles travelled by staff in their own cars
Promotion of sustainable travel initiatives and options
Further measured improvement of cycle facilities
Continued promotion of health benefits of cycling and walking
Fully establishing the staff cycle hire scheme
Review of car parking policy and charging
Continuing regular liaison with our local travel partners
Improving provision of travel information for students and staff
Considering providing eco-driving training for staff that drive University vehicles
Staff and student travel surveys to be undertaken at least every 3 years
Reviewing comments, opinions, ideas from staff, students and stakeholders

As a result of the review of the Travel Plan, an action plan will be produced listing the
updated targets, actions, timescales and people responsible.

Reducing the Need to Travel - Smarter Working
The University has a flexi-time system which allows employees to vary their start and finish
times, reducing the need to travel at peak times and providing greater flexibility to match
daily commuting times with public transport schedules. Web-conferencing facilities are
available which reduce the need for travel to meetings.
The University already has practices and systems in place which can contribute to effective
travel management by reducing the need to undertake journeys. However, not all staff or
students consider other options before travelling. Some facilities, such as web-conferencing
facilities, need to be publicised to encourage greater use. The University is reviewing its
internal communications systems to see how information can be disseminated more
effectively.
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Travel Surveys
Travel surveys will be undertaken during the life of this plan as one method of monitoring
progress. Surveys can identify how many people travel to and from each site, how often
and which modes of transport are used. The statistical data provides a travel profile of
each site and can be used to evaluate changes over time. The surveys also provide
information such as where drivers park, or the demand for cycle storage, which is useful for
planning and management purposes. As well as gathering quantitative data, responses can
explain reasons for certain travel behaviour, such as a dependence on car travel due to lack
of public transport. Analysis of the comments will provide ideas for further investigation
and subsequent actions.
Sustainable Travel Incentives
The University is committed to encouraging and facilitating the use of more sustainable
modes of travel. Interest free loans are available to purchase a cycle or season ticket for
travelling to work. The interest-free loan for season tickets include buses, trains and the
Isle of Wight ferry.
A bicycle hire scheme is being established with eight new bicycles, to allow employees to
try cycling, free-of-charge, before committing to a purchase. If they decide to do so, an
interest free loan scheme is available for the purchase of a new bike and accessories. This
“Cycle2work Scheme”, is currently operated in partnership with Halfords and provides loanfunding for bike and accessories up to a value of £1,000. The scheme promotes the health
and environmental benefits of cycling; loan forms are available from HR and via the
University’s portal webpage. In 2014, 33 employee cycle loans were approved, bringing the
total to 82 during the life of the scheme.
The University will continue to consider and evaluate ideas to encourage sustainable
modes of business travel. Facilitating business travel by public transport and providing
University cycles for use on local business trips are possible options. A mileage rate for
local business trips undertaken on privately-owned cycles may be considered.

Bicycle Users’ Group Solent (BUGS)
BUGS was launched in 2011 with a Bike Doctor event recruiting just over 100 members.
Registered membership is currently around 500. The group consists of staff and students
with an interest in cycling and is fully supported by the University. Regular forums take
place which offer an opportunity for all interested parties to discuss cycling facilities,
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activities and future requirements. The University is represented at these meetings by
Solent Health and the Environmental and Sustainability team, so providing a mechanism to
inform the Travel Plan Coordinator regarding the needs of bicycle users. BUGS was
consulted by the Environmental and Sustainability Team as part of the development of the
Travel Plan. The chair of BUGS forums attends the University’s Solent Sustainability Group
when relevant, and along with the Environmental and Sustainability Manager is able to raise
cycling-related issues for formal consideration by University Management.
Solent Health and Solent Green
The Solent Health team and the Environmental and Sustainability team (“Solent Green”)
have collaborated over several years to create a supportive network for bike users and to
promote cycling for its benefits, both to health and to the environment. By initiating and
subsequently working with BUGS, the aim has been to encourage active travel among staff
and students, by providing a range of support and services for cyclists, including:







Information and training for new/returning cyclists to help get them started
Discounts on bikes and servicing with local bike shops
Bike maintenance and safety advice
Organising cycling events
Advocacy for improved cycling facilities within and beyond the campus
Working in partnership with local cycling organisations

Solent Health has regularly organised bike refresher and maintenance courses and coordinated SSU’s participation in the annual Southampton Cycle Challenge. Numerous Bike
Doctor sessions have been provided and discount arrangements negotiated with local cycle
stores. A bike recycling project was initiated in 2013 to reclaim bikes abandoned around
the campus. By July 2015, 1438 bikes had been serviced, 107 abandoned bikes recycled and
105 bikes donated to charity. It is intended to continue these various actions and activities.
In 2014, Solent Health and Solent Green collaborated in a successful bid for funds from
Southampton City Council’s Local Sustainable Travel Fund, to support the University’s
cycling infrastructure. Projects approved included a covered shelter for existing cycle
hoops; extending the main secure cycle store; installation of a cyclepod easylift; new
lockers for cyclists; providing bikes for staff loan and use in training events; additional Bike
Doctor and workshop events to improve cycling safety. The University provided additional
funds to install extra shower facilities around the campus. Solent Health, Solent Green and
the insurance team are currently working to implement a cycle loan scheme using the new
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bikes, which will be available for loans of up to 1 month, for staff that would like to “try
before they buy.”
Southampton Travel Planners Network
Solent University is a member of STPN, whose membership includes the City Council,
University of Southampton, Ordnance Survey, Southampton General Hospital, Skandia, West
Quay, Ikea and City Car Club, amongst others. The group shares good practice and has
promoted various travel management events and initiatives such as:
Southampton Cycle Challenge
Sky ride
Workplace Travel Planning program
Adult cycle training
NYC-style commuter race
National lift share week
HMRC guidance on the Cycle to Work salary sacrifice scheme

Solent University will continue to support the Network and actively participate in
promotional events. These will be advertised around the University. As knowledge and
experiences are shared the Travel Plan Coordinator will amend the plan to reflect best
practice and include new ideas and measures.
Travel Information Provision
The Solent website contains travel information for each of the sites owned or operated by
the University. This includes public transport routes and services, links to timetables and
additional information to assist in journey planning. Rail and bus timetables can also be
accessed via the Staff Intranet Homepage. Travel brochures and leaflets are provided at
suitable locations.
The University will examine the extent to which travel information is provided to staff,
visitors and existing, prospective and new students. It will consider its induction
procedures and the materials it sends out with application packs and acceptance letters. It
will seek to ensure that up to date information is provided at reception areas and on Notice
Boards at each relevant site, and on its intranet and internet sites.
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Parking Management
Car parking policy and charging will be reviewed during the life of this plan. This section
therefore discusses and outlines the current situation (early 2016).
Due to limited car parking availability, staff requesting a permit for parking on the main
Southampton City Campus and residence car parks will generally be entered onto a waiting
list. Only staff who meet certain criteria are eligible for a permit. Eligible staff include
those on permanent contracts which commenced before December 1999; those who live
outside the boundary formed by the River Test, M27 and a line from Junction 8 to Western
Shore Boat compound; those qualifying as a disabled driver; or those having a significant
requirement in their job description to work outside the core hours of 0800 – 1800. Terms
and conditions of the car park are negotiated between staff representatives and
management via normal management process.
Permits are allocated for staff use at either of the two main car parks, City Campus (EPT)
or Six Dials, or for parking at one of the car parks at the residences. Part-time staff who
park early in the morning but leave the Campus before 08:30 may park free of charge and
will not need a permit or barrier key.
Car parking permit fees are based on engine capacity. The annual parking charges for
Southampton City Campus car parks in 2014/15 were as follows:
Under 1000cc
1001-1500cc
1501-2000cc
Over 2000cc

£196.33
£242.30
£294.61
£425.49

Part-time hourly-paid staff pay in advance for their permit, based on hours worked in the
previous year as a pro-rata percentage of full time. Associate lecturers who work part-time
hours have a parking permit fee calculated accordingly.
At the time of the 2011 staff travel survey, the University had just 3 registered car-sharers
at City Campus and 4 at Warsash. The next available data is from the 2015 survey, with
1.7% (13) respondents stating that they car-shared. The University will take further action
to encourage car sharing and record progress during the life of this plan.
Parking on University premises without a valid permit is prohibited, except at off peak
times, when access may be available for attendees of evening classes and related
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activities. Motorcycles do not require a permit to park, providing they do so in the
allocated spaces. Visitors must display a visitor parking permit (VPP) in their vehicle, which
can be collected from the Estates and Facilities helpdesk or the post room at the main
campus, or from the main reception at Warsash. From December 2015, parking has been
controlled using a Penalty Charge Notice (PCN) scheme. Unauthorised vehicles or vehicles
incorrectly parked will be issued with a parking ticket. The system allows parking tickets to
be cancelled by the University if an appeal by the vehicle owner is successful.
The number of parking permits issued is controlled, to ensure that sufficient parking spaces
are usually available for existing permit holders. The number of parking permits for staff
has gradually increased, whilst the number of parking spaces has remained fairly static.
This has been achieved by better use of spaces.

The University intends to review the permit scheme to provide additional flexibility, which
may encourage more staff to consider alternatives to car use. Currently, when staff have
purchased an annual permit, there is little incentive to leave the car at home and travel by
more sustainable means. It may be possible to amend the permit scheme to offer options
such as day permits, or access to dedicated car-share or short-stay spaces at reduced rates.
Student Transportation – Solent Sport
Student Transportation will be reviewed during the life of this Plan and the following
discussion briefly summarises the current situation. Solent Sport currently handles the
significant logistics associated with the transportation of students to sports centres,
training sessions, events and schools. On a regular basis, usually Wednesdays during term
time, students are transported to:
Trojans Sports Club, Stoneham Lane, Eastleigh (6 miles from East Park Terrace)
Equestrian Centres, most frequently:
o

Quob Stables, Durley Brook Road (7 miles from East Park Terrace)

o

Gleneagles, Allington Lane (4.5 miles from East Park Terrace)

David Lloyd Tennis Centre, Frogmore Lane (5 miles from East Park Terrace)
Ageas Bowl (4 miles from East Park Terrace)
Test Park (3 miles from East Park Terrace), near the Millbrook residential estate,
off Lower Brownhill Lane. Football, Rugby, American Football games and
practice along with student leagues take place here 7 days per week, 16:0022:00 during term-time.
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Students are transported by shuttle minibuses managed by Solent Sport. The fleet runs
approximately 100,000 miles annually, including transport to the locations listed above,
carrying teams to away fixtures (predominantly in the South-West but occasionally further
afield); also for clubs using venues such as Thorpe Park (water skiing), Newquay (surfing),
Portland (climbing) and elsewhere. The operation comes under the responsibility of the
Assistant Director of Solent Sport and is managed by an administrator, closely supported by
a responsible member of staff with a Class 1 driver qualification. Each week this person
inspects the vehicles and has problems repaired as soon as they are identified. The vehicles
are serviced every 3,000 miles.
Solent Sport ensures that all drivers of the minibuses, either staff or students are properly
qualified through a robust procedure to control, train and approve drivers. To qualify to
become a driver and receive the bus driver permit from Solent Sport, staff and students
must present a valid drivers’ license. Drivers are asked to keep Solent Sport informed of
any changes to their driving license validity, and every year drivers must again present
their license to ensure it is still valid. Students must also go through minibus driver training
conducted by the responsible member of staff with the Class 1 driver qualification. After
training, students are tested and only receive the bus permit from Solent Sport if they pass
the test.

The Environmental Team organised a pilot where the Assistant Director of Solent Sport
received training in eco-driving. He would then assess whether the rest of the team in
Solent Sport should receive it as well. The management of the shuttle minibuses and its use
is currently being reviewed and any decision about following-up on the training has been
postponed.

Solent Sport students also use private companies to travel. Coaches (e.g. Coliseum
Coaches) are used to take the teams to sports fixtures. Taxis are used to take students
when giving training sessions in schools; these training sessions start at 15:30 which makes
it difficult to travel there by other means. Solent Sport spent approximately £20,000 on
external travel resources during the 2014/15 Academic Year.
Student Transportation - The Knight Bus
Solent Students’ Union provides a free minibus service to drop off students during the
evening called the Knight Bus. The bus collects students from the library at East Park
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Terrace and sets down at Student Residences and the Polygon area. It also takes students
from Warsash reception to the library at East Park Terrace. The timetable is as follows:
Mountbatten Library pickup
Mondays - Wednesdays: every 30 mins from 6-11pm, last collection at
11:45pm
Thursdays: every 30 mins from 6-9pm, then 11pm and last collection at
11:45pm
Fridays: 6pm, 6:30pm, 7pm, 9pm, 11pm and last collection at 11:45pm
Warsash pickup
Thursdays: 10pm
Fridays: 8pm and 10pm

Pool and Fleet Vehicles
The University owns a small fleet of vehicles which are used for business travel. Each pool
car covers around 5,000 miles per year on official business and has a dedicated parking
space at East Park Terrace. The University has undertaken to look at increasing the use of
pool cars in preference to private cars for business trips, to reduce the need for staff to
bring their own cars to work.
The University currently operates shuttle buses from East Park Terrace to Warsash and to
Test Park when sports fixtures take place. The University will also look at how transport is
provided for other ‘away’ studies, such as trips to Timsbury Lake for Warsash cadets.
Current and Future Developments
Improvements to the East Park Terrace site are underway as part of the University’s
Development Plan. These include:
New vehicle access points
Improved on-site service & delivery facilities
New car parking facilities
Improved cycle parking provision
The City Council have given their support in principle to the University’s Development Plan
and are continuing to develop related transport proposals which will improve connectivity
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between the City campus and city-centre locations. Proposals include traffic restriction
schemes to give greater pedestrian priority and safer road crossing schemes. Measures
which involve significant changes to the City campus layout are part of the Development
Plan. They will be incorporated into this Travel Plan when appropriate.
The new Academic Teaching Building (the Spark) at East Park Terrace campus provides
centrally booked teaching space to replace teaching space in the Herbert Collins building
on a ‘like for like’ basis. As such, there will be no increase in traffic because of the new
building and no impact on the local community. There is also no predicted increase in
deliveries. Deliveries will continue to arrive by the side access road built to reduce the
impact on traffic around the University campus. Herbert Collins will be decommissioned
and demolished - a planning condition for the new building. Student numbers are planned
to remain broadly the same as the new building comes into operation, in September 2016.
Planning approval for the erection of the Spark Building within the City Campus (under ref.
13/01628/FUL) required the University to re-examine cycle parking provision. A drawing
has been produced which forms part of this Travel Plan, and is attached at Appendix J. The
drawing indicates that around the City Campus (East Park Terrace), a total of 232 cycle
spaces will be provided. Monitoring of the use of these spaces will be carried out, and if
demand reaches capacity, there will be a mechanism to consider provision of additional
cycle parking. The use of bicycles as a means of primary transport to reduce car use
remains a core component of the University’s Travel Plan.
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Monitoring, Promotion & Management
Progress against Targets and Objectives was monitored from 2011 to 2015 by the Solent
Green Spark Group. This work has now been taken over by the Solent Sustainability Group.
The process is ongoing and will be reviewed at regular intervals by:
Using monitoring data to check progress against objectives and targets
Assessing whether or not outcomes are being achieved or are likely to be achieved
within the agreed timescales
Considering the performance and effectiveness of individual measures
Agreeing information that should be disseminated to interested parties – both good
news and bad
Discussing variations to the plan that may be needed to ensure that travel plan
outcomes and targets are met in the future
Agreeing alternative courses of action for incorporation into the plan
The Travel Plan will also be reviewed in the light future developments and travel survey
responses. Solent Sustainability Group will discuss progress and may decide that individual
Measures and Actions need to be reviewed at more regular intervals, or after ‘milestone’
events.
The Travel Plan is available for staff to consult on the University portal. Specific actions in
the plan (e.g. Bike Doctor, Cycle2work and interest-free loan for season tickets) are
promoted by BUGS and Solent Health in events and newsletters, and by the departments
managing these benefits (e.g. HR and Finance) on their University portal pages. Green
Impact teams of staff, that act to raise environmental awareness across the University,
have also promoted travel benefits and facilities via notice boards, events and newsletters.

It will be important to persuade the University community to take ownership of the Plan
and encourage active involvement. Students and staff should be encouraged to play active
roles and contribute their own ideas and suggestions. This approach has already been
successful; the establishment of the Bicycle Users’ Group Solent has provided a valuable
forum for comment, generating ideas and support for initiatives to improve cycling
facilities.
Enthusiasm needs to be maintained over the life cycle of the Plan and this requires regular
feedback. Information should be provided at frequent intervals to keep everyone up to date
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with progress and ensure awareness of success stories. At the same time, comments and
ideas should be welcomed, ensuring that the Plan evolves steadily over time and responds
to changing circumstances. Educational establishments have a high student turnover; a
significant number of students leave or join each year and new starters should be given the
opportunity to build upon previous successes and make their own contribution to the
ongoing development of the Plan.
The Steering Group should consider promotional events which will contribute to the success
of the Plan and maintain its profile. These could include continuing initiatives such as
‘Green Week,’ or one-off campaigns. The City Council has promoted various events in
which the University has participated and further collaborations will be welcomed.
All universities enrol large numbers of students each year, providing an opportunity to ‘sell’
the benefits of sustainable travel to new starters even before they arrive. Travel planning
information can be provided as part of the prospectus and induction packs.
There may be potential to include travel issues in some of the academic programmes
undertaken by the Schools. Work on the Travel Plan could be incorporated into some
aspects of coursework or research work.
A Travel Plan Coordinator (TPC) is in place, Martin Walton, Environmental and
Sustainability Manager, who reports to the Solent Sustainability Group on Travel Plan
matters. The Travel Plan Coordinator role is part of Environmental and Sustainability
Manager’s role. The Plan identifies key staff with Travel Management roles. Co-operation
between these staff and the TPC is vital to successfully implement the Travel Plan. Any
questions relating to the Travel Plan should be sent to the Travel Plan Coordinator via
email: martin.walton@solent.ac.uk or telephone: 023 8201 3803.
Funding for the delivery of any actions and projects identified in the Travel Plan will be
either from a specific project’s budget, as in the case of the Spark, or from the current
Environmental Initiatives budget, e.g. hiring students to support conducting the travel
survey. Most monitoring required by the Travel Plan is conducted by internal staff
(identified in appendixes J and H) and, thus, requires no funding.

The University’s Environmental Policy commits to continual improvement in environmental
performance and specifically to “developing and implementing the University’s Travel Plan
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to ensure an environmentally sound approach to business and commuter travel.” The
Environmental Policy is reviewed annually and is publicly available on the University’s
website.

The Environmental and Sustainability Strategy provides a framework for the University to
reduce its environmental impact and to continually improve the sustainability of its
operations. The Strategy includes an action plan relating to targets and objectives defined
in the Travel Plan. Progress against the action plan is reviewed regularly by Environmental
and Sustainability staff.
The University’s Solent Sustainability Group provides governance and oversight of the
University’s carbon reduction and sustainability programme. The group provides a forum for
discussing and refining strategies, and considering areas such as transport and travel,
sustainable procurement, biodiversity, embedding carbon reduction in the curriculum and
University representation in community sustainability activities. It also functions as the
Steering Group for the Travel Plan. Sub-groups are established when required to progress
initiatives in specialised areas, including transport and travel, providing the University’s
Schools, Services and Student Union opportunities to contribute to the sustainability
planning process.
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Appendix C
Three bus stops are located at the cenotaph, two on East Park Terrace and three on New
Road. The services which use these stops are the 1, U1, 2, U2, U6, 3, 5, 7, 9/9A, 11, 12,
14, 18 and 22. Between them they provide direct connections across the city and beyond
to Winchester, the Airport, the Docks, The Crematorium, Portswood, Lordshill, Bitterne,
Shirley and Hedge End.
On Open Days Solent operate a Shuttle Car Service between Southampton Central Rail
Station and the East Park Campus. The service starts at 09:15, then every 20 minutes
(approx.) until 12 mid-day. Returns to the station start from 2:00pm – every 20 minutes
until 3:00pm.
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Appendix G
Role
Solent Sustainability
Group

Car Parking Group

Health & Safety
Manager

Environment Team

Name

Travel Plan Responsibility

Chair: David
Corless (Director
of Estates)
Chair: Bryan
Carroll (Dep Dir,
Hd Comm & Fac
Services)

Approves the Travel Plan. Allocates resources to
the Travel Plan. Manages the Travel Plan’s
infrastructure projects.

Kim Pullen

Travel Plan
Coordinator:
Martin Walton
Liz Harris

Senior building surveyor

Jeff Japes

Campus Operations
Manager

Lyndon Brown

Facilities Duty Manager

Mark Bradbury

Head of Solent Sport

Martin Nailor

Payroll Team

Claire Bartlett
Nathan Carter
Kerrie Clark

Insurance & Risk
Manager

Dianne Sainsbury

Assesses suggestions presented on the travel
survey and decides on the implementation of
additional actions.
Member of Solent Sustainability Group. Reviews
the Travel Plan. Advises the Director of Estates
on key objectives and necessary actions.
Members of Solent Sustainability Group and Car
Parking Group. Prepares and reviews the Travel
Plan. Assembles the indicators and updates the
Travel Action Plan. Reports on the performance
of the plan. Advises Solent Sustainability Group
on key objectives and necessary actions.
Coordinates the implementation of actions.
Prepares, runs and collects the results of the
travel survey. Represents the University for
external travel stakeholders.
Reports on the indicators: % trips car-sharing; %
trips made by private car; % trips
cycling/walking; number of meetings attended
and events participated in; surveys completed;
number of participants in each survey; number of
staff that received eco-driving training.
Main Travel Project Manager. Implements the
Travel Plan’s infrastructure projects. Reports on
the status of the projects.
Member of Solent Sustainability Group and Car
Parking Group. Manages car parking at the
University sites and halls of residence.
Member of Car Parking Group. Reports on the
indicators: Number of licences/ parking spaces
ratio; Number of registered car sharers.
Manages Solent Sport’s logistics associated with
the transportation of students to sports centres,
training sessions, events and schools.
Records the transport loan recovered each year
and the number of staff signing up to a cycle loan
each year. Reports on the indicators: business
miles in private cars - staff mileage claims
Records the existing pool and fleet vehicles.
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Nr

SMART Targets

Indicator

Person
with data

Initial
Date

1

Reduce commuter
trips made by
private car by 15%
over 5 years

No. of trips
using
private cars
in the
annual
travel
survey

Manuel
Carvalho

Aug11

2

Increase Bicycle
Users Group Solent
from 100 to 200
from Feb 2011 and
Feb 2015, increase
membership each
year

BUGS
membership
records

Chris
Dunn

Feb11

3

Increase public
transport + cycle
loans by 10% total
over a 5-year period

Staff loan
records

Nathan
Carter

Aug11

Increase public
transport loan by
10% over a 5-year
period

Staff loan
records loan
recovered
each year
from
August to
August

3.a)

Nathan
Carter

Aug12

Target

Situation

Date

2014

Situation

Date

39%

Aug16

33%

Dec14

100

Feb16

200

Dec14

-

Aug16

-

Dec14

£45,700

Aug16

£50,300

Aug14

Situation



2015
Notes

Current situation will
be known after new
survey,

558



£63,000

Date

Situation

Notes

Dec15

45%

Private car
includes solo car
drivers with
passengers
(except car
sharers)

Jun15

534

Cannot be
determined from
data available. See
3.a) and 3.b)
Cannot be
determined from
data available. The
amount recovered
increased by 38%



Aug15

£61,173

Cannot be
determined from
data available.
See 3.a) and 3.b)
Cannot be
determined from
data available.
The amount
recovered
increased by 34%
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Increase cycle loans
by 10% over a 5year period

Staff loan
records acculuated
number of
staff signed
up each
year)

Double number of
registred carsharers over 5 years

No. of
registered
car sharers
on parking
permit
records

Mark
Bradbury

5

Reduce business
miles in private cars
by 15% over 5 years

Staff
mileage
claims for
cars and
motorbikes

Nathan
Carter

6

Prevent service
vehicles unloading
from the
carriageway

3.b)

4

Other indicators


No. of
parking
permit
records.

Nathan
Carter



Mark
Bradbury

Dec13

49

Aug16

54

Dec14

3

Aug16

Jul-12

75,073

Jul16

63,812

Jul-14

76,117

Aug11

-

Aug16



Dec14



310

Aug16



Dec14

Jul-12

2011/
2012

6

Dec14

84

1

511

No Salary Sacrifice
Cycle to Work
scheme before 2013.
49+33 = 82.
Accumulated
number of staff
increased by 67%
(year signing up
decreased by 33%).

1 in EPT, 7 at
Warsash

Dec15

Dec15

97

No Salary
Sacrifice Cycle to
Work scheme
before 2013. 49
people signed up
in 2013, 33 in
2014 and 15 in
2015. the number
of cycle loans
increased by 98%.

1

1 in EPT, 4 in
Warsash. In the
staff Travel
Survey, 13 people
said they car
shared.
Cars/motorbikes.
Achieved at
reduction of 9.3%
by 2015.

Cars/motorbikes

Jul-15

68,082

New vehicle access
point for unloading.

Dec15



Excluding students
and Student Union.

Mar16

474

New vehicle
access point for
unloading
Excluding
students and
Student Union.
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No. of pool
and fleet
vehicles

Dianne
Sainsbury

Aug11

14

Aug16



Dec14

16

Excluding machines,
tractors, trailers and
specialised vehicles.

Dec15

19

Excluding
machines,
tractors, trailers
and specialised
vehicles.
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Appendix I

Appendix J
1. Where is your usual place of work?
Frequencies

% Resp.

City campus (EPT/SJM)

648

84,7%

Warsash

102

13,3%

15

2%

765

100%

Other
Total
Effective responses : 765
Response rate : 99,9%

Non-response(s) : 1
The most quoted modality : City campus (EPT/SJM)

2. Are you academic or support staff?
Frequencies

% Resp.

Academic

280

36,7%

Support

482

63,3%

762

100%

Total
Effective responses : 762
Response rate : 99,5%

Non-response(s) : 4
The most quoted modality : Support
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3. Do you have a medical condition or disability that affects your
travel arrangements?

Yes
No
Prefer not to answer
Total
Effective responses : 764
Response rate : 99,7%

Frequencies

% Resp.

43

5,6%

703

92%

18

2,4%

764

100%

Non-response(s) : 2
The most quoted modality : No

4. During term time, how many days a week do you typically travel to
work?
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Frequencies

% Resp.

1

21

2,8%

2

26

3,4%

3

53

6,9%

4

99

13%

5

556

72,9%

6

7

0,9%

7

1

0,1%

763

100%

Total
Effective responses : 763
Response rate : 99,6%

Non-response(s) : 3
The most quoted modalities : 5; 4; 3

5. How many journeys between your home and your workplace do
you typically do each day?
Frequenc
% Resp.
ies
2, to work at the beginning of the day and returning home after work

733

95,9%

4, to work at the beginning of the day, returning home to lunch, to work after
lunch and returning home after work

19

2,5%

Other

12

1,6%

764

100%

Total
Effective responses : 764
Response rate : 99,7%

Non-response(s) : 2
The most quoted modality : 2, to work at the beginning of the day
and returning home after work
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6. Where do you usually travel to work from? Postcode:
No of
instances

% Resp.

SO15

58

7,8%

SO31

50

6,8%

SO19

44

6%

SO16

43

5,8%

SO14

34

4,6%

SO50

31

4,2%

SO18

27

3,7%

SO30

25

3,4%

SO45

21

2,8%

SO40
...

19

2,6%

839

113,5%

The underlined words represent the remarkable items that are the most frequent value.
Effective responses : 739
Non-response(s) : 27
Corpus (total number of words) : 1203 ; Lexicon (number of
Response rate : 96,5%
different words) : 618 ; Most frequent value : SO15
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7. How long does your journey to work normally take (one way)?
Frequencies

% Resp.

90

11,8%

16 – 30 minutes

233

30,6%

31 – 45 minutes

203

26,6%

46 – 60 minutes

128

16,8%

Over 1 hour

108

14,2%

762

100%

0 – 15 minutes

Total
Effective responses : 762
Response rate : 99,5%

Non-response(s) : 4
The most quoted modalities : 16 – 30 minutes; 31 – 45 minutes;
46 – 60 minutes

8. How far do you travel to work (one way)?
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Frequencies

% Resp.

Up to 1 mile

33

4,4%

1-2 miles

85

11,2%

2-5 miles

165

21,8%

5-10 miles

178

23,5%

10-20 miles

147

19,4%

Over 20 miles

148

19,6%

756

100%

Total
Effective responses : 756
Response rate : 98,7%

Non-response(s) : 10
The most quoted modalities : 5-10 miles; 2-5 miles; Over 20 miles

9. What is the main mode of transport you use to travel to and from
work? (Tick the one that applies to the majority of your journey)

As a car driver with no passenger(s)

Frequencies

% Resp.

322

42,3%

Car sharing with a colleague from the university (either driver or
passenger)

13

1,7%

As a car driver with passenger(s)

23

3%

As a passenger in a car

12

1,6%

Motorcycle

14

1,8%

Bus

85

11,2%

Train

104

13,6%

Walk

96

12,6%

Cycle

82

10,8%

Taxi
Other
Total
Effective responses : 762
Response rate : 99,5%

0

0%

11

1,4%

762

100%

Non-response(s) : 4
The most quoted modalities : As a car driver with no
passenger(s); Train; Walk
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10. On the same journey, do you use an additional mode of
transport, for example bicycle followed by train? (Tick all that apply)
Frequencies

% Resp.

515

68,9%

41

5,5%

Car sharing with a colleague from the university (either driver or
passenger)

4

0,5%

Car driver with passenger(s)

6

0,8%

20

2,7%

2

0,3%

Bus

28

3,7%

Train

17

2,3%

167

22,4%

25

3,3%

4

0,5%

12

1,6%

No – I use a single mode of transport
Car driver with no passenger(s)

Passenger in a car
Motorcycle

Walk (for more than 5 minutes)
Cycle
Taxi
Other
Total
Effective responses : 747
Response rate : 97,5%

747
Non-response(s) : 19
The most quoted modalities : No – I use a single mode of
transport; Walk (for more than 5 minutes); Car driver with no
passenger(s)
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11. Do you regularly use any other modes of transport to and from
work? (Tick all that apply)
Frequencies

% Resp.

253

76,2%

Car driver with no passenger(s)

8

2,4%

Car sharing with a colleague from the university (either driver or
passenger)

9

2,7%

Car driver with passenger(s)

4

1,2%

Passenger in a car

8

2,4%

Motorcycle

6

1,8%

Bus

19

5,7%

Train

22

6,6%

Walk (for more than 5 minutes)

24

7,2%

Cycle

10

3%

Taxi

1

0,3%

Other

9

2,7%

No

Total
Effective responses : 332
Response rate : 96,2%

332
Non-response(s) : 13
The most quoted modalities : No; Walk (for more than 5 minutes);
Train
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12. Please rank your top 3 reasons for traveling to work by car (1
being the main reason):
Importance

Frequencies

% Resp.

Shortest journey time

1,23

203

54,1%

Cheapest option

0,42

84

22,4%

Lack of viable alternative

1,13

175

46,7%

Dropping off children or others

0,39

61

16,3%

My working hours are variable

0,53

96

25,6%

0,1

22

5,9%

Convenience

0,63

133

35,5%

Health reasons

0,19

32

8,5%

The car is essential to perform my job

0,07

15

4%

Prefer the comfort and privacy

0,17

40

10,7%

Cheap parking at/close to University

0,08

20

5,3%

Too far to walk or cycle

0,52

110

29,3%

Too hazardous or unsafe to walk or cycle

0,15

30

8%

Not enough information about alternatives

0,02

4

1,1%

Other

0,13

27

7,2%

Personal safety

Total

375

The importance is calculated as the average rank which the modality was quoted.
Effective responses : 375
Non-response(s) : 12
The most quoted modalities : Shortest journey time; Lack of viable
Response rate : 96,9%
alternative; Convenience
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13. When travelling to work by car, where do you normally park?
Frequencies

% Resp.

259

67,8%

Public parking off site

78

20,4%

On road

30

7,9%

Other

15

3,9%

382

100%

University-owned car park

Total
Effective responses : 382
Response rate : 98,7%

Non-response(s) : 5
The most quoted modality : University-owned car park
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14. If you are the only occupant of a car on the journey to work,
which of the following might encourage you to car share?

Preferential parking for car sharers
Assistance with finding suitable car share partner(s)

Frequencies

% Resp.

88

25,9%

100

29,4%

Shared fuel costs between car sharers

72

21,2%

A guaranteed ride home for car sharers in the event of emergencies

57

16,8%

128

37,6%

47

13,8%

I would not want to share
Other
Total
Effective responses : 340
Response rate : 98,3%

340
Non-response(s) : 6
The most quoted modalities : I would not want to share;
Assistance with finding suitable car share partner(s); Preferential
parking for car sharers

15. How important do you think the following should be in shaping
the university’s transport policy? Rate the top 5 in order (1 being the
most important):
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Importance Frequencies

% Resp.

Minibus service offering local pickup at preferential rates

0,79

178

24,5%

Improved secure cycle parking

0,58

140

19,3%

Improved cycle routes to the university

0,93

201

27,6%

Additional discounts or loans for cycle purchase

0,26

75

10,3%

More frequent cycle training and repair workshops

0,15

46

6,3%

Improved pedestrian routes

0,29

78

10,7%

Increasing safety for walking and cycling

0,87

202

27,8%

Walking or cycling partners or groups

0,09

30

4,1%

Additional facilities for cyclists/walkers (e.g. lockers,
showers)

1,02

235

32,3%

Improved reliability of public transport

1,04

252

34,7%

More frequent public transport on existing routes

1,03

228

31,4%

New public transport routes

0,68

179

24,6%

0,7

163

22,4%

A car-sharing scheme

0,63

153

21%

Increasing the University car pool

0,33

70

9,6%

Information regarding ecological/economical driving

0,13

34

4,7%

Easier/cheaper car parking on campus

1,59

304

41,8%

More restrictive/expensive car parking on campus

0,07

21

2,9%

Hourly car hire via a car club

0,06

18

2,5%

0,4

105

14,4%

Encouraging and supporting working from home

1,73

349

48%

Other measures (please state)

0,25

52

7,2%

Additional University support for season tickets (e.g. interest
free loan)

Encouraging fewer people driving to the university

Total

727

The importance is calculated as the average rank which the modality was quoted.
Effective responses : 727
Non-response(s) : 39
The most quoted modalities : Encouraging and supporting working
from home; Easier/cheaper car parking on campus; Improved
Response rate : 94,9%
reliability of public transport
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16. Excluding walking, do you ever travel for work purposes during
the working day?
Frequencies

% Resp.

Yes

333

43,8%

No

428

56,2%

761

100%

Total
Effective responses : 761
Response rate : 99,3%

Non-response(s) : 5
The most quoted modality : No
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17. Which of the following modes of transport do you use for
business trips and how often?
Very
Frequently
Sometimes
frequently
(4)
(3)
(5)
%
%
%
Freq.
Freq.
Freq.
Resp.
Resp.
Resp.
Pool vehicle

7

5,1%

8

5,9%

Car club
vehicle

0

0%

1

1,1%

37 27,2%
2

2,2%

Rarely (2)
Freq.

%
Resp.

20 14,7%
2

2,2%

Never (1)
Freq.

Total

%
Resp.

Freq.

%
Resp.

64 47,1%

136 100%

86 94,5%

91 100%

Own car

53 21,8%

29 11,9%

91 37,4%

50 20,6%

20

8,2%

243 100%

Train

23 11,6%

42 21,1%

71 35,7%

39 19,6%

24 12,1%

199 100%

29 23,4%

23 18,5%

63 50,8%

124 100%

15 14,9%

75 74,3%

101 100%

Public bus
service
Inter campus
bus service

3

2,4%

6

4,8%

2

2%

3

3%

6

5,9%

Cycle

8

7,4%

5

4,6%

10

9,3%

9

8,3%

76 70,4%

108 100%

Motorcycle

2

2,1%

2

2,1%

3

3,1%

2

2,1%

88 90,7%

97 100%

Taxi

7

4,7%

15

10%

45

30%

41 27,3%

42

28%

150 100%

Other

5

4,5%

9

8,2%

20 18,2%

17 15,5%

59 53,6%

110 100%

120 8,8%

314 23,1%

597 43,9%

1359 100%

Total

110 8,1%

218

16%
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18. How many business journeys do you make in an average week?
Frequencies

% Resp.

262

79,2%

2-5

59

17,8%

More than 5

10

3%

331

100%

1 or fewer

Total
Effective responses : 331
Response rate : 99,4%

Non-response(s) : 2
The most quoted modality : 1 or fewer
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19. Does your job give you the opportunity to work from home?
Frequencies

% Resp.

Yes

217

28,5%

No

300

39,4%

Potentially

245

32,2%

762

100%

Total
Effective responses : 762
Response rate : 99,5%

Non-response(s) : 4
The most quoted modality : No

20. On average, how often do you currently work from home?

Never
Less than 1 day per week

Frequencies

% Obs.

20

9,2%

128

59%

1-2 days per week

57

26,3%

2-3 days per week

9

4,1%

3-4 days per week

1

0,5%

Full time

2

0,9%

217

100%

Total
Effective responses : 217
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modalities : Less than 1 day per week; 1-2 days
per week; Never
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Appendix K
1. What category of student are you?
Frequencies

% Obs.

Full-time

223

97,8%

Part-time

5

2,2%

228

100%

Total
Effective responses : 228
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modality : Full-time

2. Where do your lectures usually take place?

City campus (EPT/SJM)

Frequencies

% Obs.

226

99,1%

Warsash

0

0%

Other

2

0,9%

228

100%

Total
Effective responses : 228
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modality : City campus (EPT/SJM)
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3. Which year of study are you in?
Frequencies

% Obs.

1st

72

31,6%

2nd

57

25%

3rd

83

36,4%

4th
Other
Total
Effective responses : 228
Response rate : 100%

2

0,9%

14

6,1%

228

100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modalities : 3rd; 1st; 2nd

4. Where do you live during term time?
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Frequencies

% Obs.

58

25,4%

0

0%

148

64,9%

0

0%

22

9,6%

228

100%

Hall of residence in Southampton
Hall of residence in Warsash
Private housing in Southampton
Private housing in Warsash
Private housing outside Southampton or Warsash
Total
Effective responses : 228
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modalities : Private housing in Southampton;
Hall of residence in Southampton; Private housing outside
Southampton or Warsash

5. Do you have a medical condition or disability that affects your
travel arrangements?
Frequencies
Yes
No
Prefer not to answer
Total
Effective responses : 228
Response rate : 100%

% Obs.

13

5,7%

214

93,9%

1

0,4%

228

100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modality : No
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6. What is the main mode of transport you usually use to travel to
the university? (Tick the one that applies to the majority of your
journey)
Frequencies

% Obs.

17

7,5%

0

0%

10

4,4%

Train

7

3,1%

Walk

179

78,5%

Cycle

14

6,1%

Taxi

0

0%

Other

1

0,4%

228

100%

Car
Motorcycle
Bus

Total
Effective responses : 228
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modalities : Walk; Car; Cycle
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7. Do you usually travel alone to the university?
Frequencies

% Obs.

Yes

8

47,1%

No, I drive and I bring other passenger(s)

2

11,8%

No, I am a passenger in the car

5

29,4%

No, I car share with colleagues from the University

2

11,8%

17

100%

Total
Effective responses : 17
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modality : Yes

8. How many days a week do you typically travel to university?
Frequencies

% Obs.

1

5

2,2%

2

14

6,1%

3

57

25%

4

84

36,8%

5

56

24,6%

6

8

3,5%

7

4

1,8%

228

100%

Total
Effective responses : 228
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modalities : 4; 3; 5
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9. How long does your journey to the university normally take (one
way)?
Frequencies

% Obs.

147

64,5%

16 – 30 minutes

56

24,6%

31 – 45 minutes

14

6,1%

46 – 60 minutes

2

0,9%

Over 1 hour

9

3,9%

228

100%

0 – 15 minutes

Total
Effective responses : 228
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modalities : 0 – 15 minutes; 16 – 30 minutes; 31
– 45 minutes

10. How far do you travel to the university (one way)?

Up to 1 mile

Frequencies

% Obs.

155

68%
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1-2 miles

40

17,5%

2-5 miles

12

5,3%

5-10 miles

3

1,3%

10-20 miles

8

3,5%

10

4,4%

228

100%

Over 20 miles
Total
Effective responses : 228
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modalities : Up to 1 mile; 1-2 miles; 2-5 miles

11. Is your home address different from your address during term
time?

Yes
No
Total
Effective responses : 228
Response rate : 100%

Frequencies

% Obs.

180

78,9%

48

21,1%

228

100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modality : Yes

12. Is your home address in the UK?
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Yes
No
Total
Effective responses : 180
Response rate : 100%

Frequencies

% Obs.

135

75%

45

25%

180

100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modality : Yes

13. Please give your home postcode or, if not known, your town/city
name?

London

No of
instances

% Obs.

28

20,7%

Brighton

8

5,9%

Essex

7

5,2%

Bournemouth

4

3%

Kent

4

3%

Surrey

4

3%

Basingstoke

3

2,2%

Bracknell

3

2,2%

Cornwall

3

2,2%

Salisbury

3

2,2%

76

56,3%

...

The underlined words represent the remarkable items that are the most frequent value.
Effective responses : 135
Non-response(s) : 0
Corpus (total number of words) : 144 ; Lexicon (number of
Response rate : 100%
different words) : 79 ; Most frequent value : London
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14. In which city and country is your home address?

France

No of
instances
6

Cyprus

4

8,9%

Portugal

4

8,9%

Arabia

3

6,7%

Bulgaria

3

6,7%

Nigeria

3

6,7%

Saudi

3

6,7%

Spain

3

6,7%

Germany

2

4,4%

Japan

2

4,4%

Lisbon

2

4,4%

Norway

2

4,4%

23

51,1%

...

% Obs.
13,3%

The underlined words represent the remarkable items that are the most frequent value.
Effective responses : 45
Non-response(s) : 0
Corpus (total number of words) : 60 ; Lexicon (number of
Response rate : 100%
different words) : 35 ; Most frequent value : France
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15. How do you usually travel between your home address and your
term time address?
Frequencies

% Obs.

55

30,6%

0

0%

Bus or coach

28

15,6%

Train

55

30,6%

Plane

39

21,7%

Other

3

1,7%

180

100%

Car
Motorcycle

Total
Effective responses : 180
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modalities : Car; Train; Plane

16. On this journey, do you usually travel alone?
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Frequencies

% Obs.

30

54,5%

3

5,5%

22

40%

0

0%

55

100%

Yes
No, I drive and I bring other passenger(s)
No, I am a passenger in the car
No, I car share with colleagues from the University
Total
Effective responses : 55
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
The most quoted modality : Yes

17. Approximately, how many round trips (there and back is a trip)
do you do between your home address and your term time address
each year?
Frequencies

% Obs.

Less than -5

0

0%

From -5 to 3

68

37,8%

From 4 to 12

77

42,8%

From 13 to 21

20

11,1%

22 and over

15

8,3%

180

100%

Total
Effective responses : 180
Response rate : 100%

Non-response(s) : 0
Mean : 8.12 ; Median : 5 ; Standard deviation : 8.86 ; Min - Max : 0
- 52 ; Sum : 1461
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18. How important do you think the following should be in shaping
the university’s transport policy?

%
Resp.

Little
importance
%
Freq.
Resp.

43 18,9%

75 32,9%

81 35,5%

29 12,7%

228 100%

48 21,1%

62 27,2%

73

32%

45 19,7%

228 100%

79 34,6%

75 32,9%

50 21,9%

24 10,5%

228 100%

20

8,8%

57

25%

80 35,1%

71 31,1%

228 100%

10

4,4%

39 17,2%

78 34,4%

100 44,1%

227 100%

73

32%

76 33,3%

54 23,7%

25

11%

228 100%

50 21,9%

49 21,5%

86 37,7%

43 18,9%

228 100%

58 25,6%

58 25,6%

66 29,1%

45 19,8%

227 100%

67 29,5%

76 33,5%

60 26,4%

24 10,6%

227 100%

96 42,1%

65 28,5%

46 20,2%

21

9,2%

228 100%

68

38 16,7%

15

6,6%

227 100%

No importance
Freq.
Improved cycle routes
to the university
Improved secure
cycle parking
Frequent cycle
training and repair
work...
Improved pedestrian
routes
Increasing safety for
walking and cycli...
Walking or cycling
partners or groups
Additional facilities
for cyclists/walk...
More frequent public
transport on exist...
New public transport
routes
A car-sharing scheme
Hourly car hire via a
car club
Encouraging fewer
people driving to
the...
Better information
about travel options
Discount cycle
purchase

106 46,7%

30%

Quite
important
Freq.

%
Resp.

Very
important
Freq.

%
Resp.

Total
Freq.

%
Resp.

40 17,5%

70 30,7%

82

36%

36 15,8%

228 100%

29 12,7%

54 23,7%

86 37,7%

59 25,9%

228 100%

44 19,3%

57

76 33,3%

51 22,4%

228 100%

25%
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Total

763 23,9%

881 27,6%

956

30%

588 18,4%

3188 100%
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